
Ainee ahsan 
Data Analyst 

A highly skilled Data Analyst with 1.9 years of experience in developing, implementing, and maintaining business intelligence solutions
using Power BI. Proficient in creating interactive dashboards, reports, and data visualizations. Experienced in data modeling, data
analysis, and ETL processes. Strong problem-solving and analytical skills with excellent attention to detail. 

annieahsan907@gmail.com +917044876832 linkedin.com/in/ainee-ahsan 

EDUCATION 

Study Program 
St.Thomas College of Engineering and
Technology 
08/2015 - 07/2019,  

B.Tech in Information
Technology 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Analyst 
EY 
03/2022 - 09/2022,  

Understanding business needs and objectives and developed
processes for effective data analysis and reporting. 

Designed and implemented data models, data
transformations, and data validation processes 

Collaborated with business analysts and stakeholders to
gather requirements and translate business needs into
technical specifications. 

Work with other developers and IT teams to integrate Power
BI solutions with other systems and applications 

Imported data from multiple data sources like Excel, and CSV
into BI Tools, created relationships between tables, created
calculated columns and measures using DAX Query.
Expertise in designing Report templates, bar charts, graphs ,
and pie charts based on data Developed various operational
Drill-through, and Drill-down reports using BI 

Trainee-Power Platform (Power Apps &
Power BI) 
Mercurius IT 
01/2021 - 03/2022,  

Worked on POC on integration between D365 BC and CRM
Online on different entities like Account, Contact, Order, and
Opportunities entity. I achieved this by creating a trial
account of both D365 BC and D365 CRM Sales modules by
integrating with data-verse it was achievable. 

Given a KT session on Powerapps Portal and Power Virtual
Agent 

POC -Created a sample Power BI dashboard so we can see
employee working hours in their existing time sheet. 

SKILLS 

PostgreSQL Excel SQL DAX Power BI 

DWH concepts Tableau Python(Basics) 

PERSONAL PROJECTS 

Diversity and Inclusion-HR Aanlytics 
Derived insights of turnover rates and how much hiring is being
done in past financial years 

Call centre Trends 
Analyzed all the given metrics into an insightful dashboard 

CERTIFICATES 

PL 200 -Microsoft Power Platform Functional Associate
 (09/2021 - 09/2022) 

Hackerank : Basics of SQL and Intermediate SQL
 (08/2022 - Present) 

Udemy- Master SQL for Data Science 

Coachx-Data Analytics Certification Program 

INTERESTS 

Playing Badminton Reading Book 

Courses 

Achievements/Tasks 

Achievements/Tasks 
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